Resume Relations Soon

U.S., Panama To Meet

A meeting of the United States and Panamanian governments is expected within the next 30 days, following similar discussions in Washington last week. The United States will send its lowest diplomatic representative to the meeting.

The meeting is expected to be held in Washington, and will be attended by the United States ambassador to Panama.

Hannah Says

Medical School To Open In '65

All will have the broad base foundation in the arts and sciences that MSU President John A. Hannah laid down when MSU opened its doors. The school will be in full operation by the end of the year.

Fees will be collected from all students, and the amount will be determined by the school. The school will be commerical in nature.

Arabs Discuss Jordan Waters

The Arab summit meeting in Algiers, at which Jordan's King Hussein and Egypt's President Nasser met, is being attended by a number of representatives from Jordan. The meeting is expected to last for several days.

Ohioans Hail Brody Radio

Although the radio station is still in its infancy, it is already attracting a large audience. The station's popularity is expected to increase as it expands its programming.

State News

Women's Slacks OK In Lunchrooms, Classes

Students here are still buying cigarettes. The recent federal report on the relation between cigarette smoking and lung cancer does not seem to have had much effect on the campus.

Students here are still buying cigarettes. The recent federal report on the relation between cigarette smoking and lung cancer does not seem to have had much effect on the campus.

How Many Tickets For A Student?

By T. Harris Ewalt

MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY

THAT TICKET PROBLEM—Illustrating the multitudes of the new basketball ticket procedures, State News Writer Michaele W. Smith photographed the ticket window of the University's gymnasium.

All tickets for the basketball games must be purchased in advance. The ticket window is open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on weekdays, and from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Saturdays.
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**Political Science 211**

With Greek and co-operative living units facing personal property, the faculty held its first time a conference of civic-minded students. Members, both Republicans, Democrat, and Independent, may be invited to serve on the board, according to the faculty. Thus, East Lansing homeowners are free from this tax because of the value of personal property, minus exemptions and deductions, falls under $1,000, and also because the city does not have any tax assessors to check for Oriental rugs and solid gold candelabra.

Second lesson: The professor of the tax assessment office does not include Greek and co-op units under the city, but some of our residents are paying their taxes as if they were. Third lesson: Greek and co-op units are not legally exempted shall be taxed.

Summary: The course that Greek and co-op students are required by law to pay personal property taxes. Those disagreeing with the professor's interpretations of the law, can avoid flunking by two methods:

1. Conceiving tax appeal boards or courts that are legally bound by existing state statutes, and therefore
deciding on the issue that the city board should meet. In the first method, students could challenge the professor's definition of "household" as "board." In the second, they could back and find supporters of the State Senate, and ask for Thayer's efforts to exempt their units by revising 211."
New Bill Requires Cigarette Warning

Cigarette packages will now carry a health warning of the Michigan legislature passes a bill signed by Gov. Joseph M. Snyder, D-Detroit. The bill, which took 10 months to get through the House and Senate, was sponsored by Rep. Frank L. Harper, D-Detroit, and Sen. Donald F. Walker, D-Detroit.

Snyder said he signed the bill in a re-exam of medical evidence that smoking can be dangerous. Much of the evidence comes from the report on smoking released in 1962.

"I hope the bill will discourage people from acquiring the habit," Snyder said. "Precautionary measures as always, should be taken to educate the public as a whole and to help smokers cut down on their consumption."

Smoke Sales (continued from page 1)

Snyder said he has received the support of the state's medical directors, the American Medical Association, the National Conference of State Health Officers, the State Medical Association, the State Medical Society, and the State Medical Society of Michigan.

The bill, referred Tuesday to the Judiciary Committee, calls for the carrying of this warning on the package as follows:

"Warning: Smoking is a health hazard to the user and to persons exposed to second-hand smoke."
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Band, Orchestra To Play At Meeting

Music will be used to performing groups in the 95th Annual Midwestern Conference of School Vocal and Instrumental Music to be held this weekend at the University of Michigan.

The Concert Band, led by Leonard Falter, assistant professor of music, will perform at 8 p.m. Friday and Saturday, November 30 and December 1, in the University of Michigan Band Hall. The University Band, under the direction of Jerry Byrnes, of the State Traffic Safety Commission, will perform at 8 p.m. on Sunday, December 2, in the Michigan Union.

This is the first time the Michigan Board of Education has had the honor to play as model organizers of the Fraternity Advisers Conference. The conference will bring together representatives of Michigan high schools and colleges to discuss the problems of educational leaders on Michigan high school and college campuses.

Greek Cabinet

George Kessler, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, has been elected president of the Michigan University Greek Cabinet, which represents all the Greek organizations on the campus.
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GOLDING DIRECT MAIL ADVERTISING

513 N. Clifton (Phone 9-2231)
Across from Freyda
Job resumes, 100 copies $4.00.
Icemen Seek To Even Mark
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University of Wisconsin, are just developing squads. Only three Big Ten bus against Ohio State.

George Borstrom, coach of the University of Minnesota men's hockey team, said today that his team will not have any definite line-up against Michigan State Saturday. Borstrom said that he is "leaving all options open" for the meeting between Ohio State and Michigan State.

4 Michigan State News, East Lansing, Michigan

What does Delta Sigma Pi provide?

Delta Sigma Pi provides for its members a full program of business and professional activities, plus an active social life with men of similar interests.

Sound Interesting?

Wednesday and Thursday evening Delta Sigma Pi is holding Open Rush in the Student Union. We cordially invite all men enrolled in the College of Business and Public Service to come and discuss the opportunities Delta Sigma Pi has to offer. Even if you are not sure, come and see us. We have a cup of coffee and let us meet you.

Debate Teams To Meet Here For Invitational Tournament

Hoot, Howdy—Something new in the world of MSU music are the Army-Air Force ROTC Scots Highlanders. Bandmaster D.L. Joshua, left, discusses upcoming Highlander presentations with Drum Major Reg Emmert, center, and Pipe Major Jeff Roth. The Scotsman drum, life and bugle corps is open to all ROTC cadets.

Photo by George Jones

WHAT DOES KAPPA SIGMA MEAN?

Kappa Sigma stands for many things more than just a pin, a house, a name. We of Kappa Sig feel that there's an idea, a spirit inherent in our fraternality. And we'd like to share this life with those of you who feel that fraternity life offers this reward. A trip to the house this Thursday may discover this spirit in you.

Open Rush Thursday 7-10 p.m.

Delta Upsilon Fraternity
1504 East Grand River
Call for a ride -- ED 2-8876

623 E. Grand River
332-3092

PSI UPSILON

for rides call:
ED 2-2519
ED 2-2525

What is Delta Sigma Pi?

Delta Sigma Pi is an international business fraternity, with 124 Chapters across the country and over 90,000 members.

Intramural News

Tennis is the deadline for all basketball rosters (all." Intercollegiate and Interfraternity entries, but only the first 24 entries for both basketball and volleyball rosters are due.

Bowling Results

East Lansing Bowling Center

I-2 Cambridge-Cabana
1-3 Wicliff-Wiquassett
5-6 Windsor-Wisdom
7-8 Winjammer-Winchester
9-10 Windjammer-Winchester
11-12 Westmore-Whitney
13-14 Windsor-Whitney
15-16 Eastmore-Whitney

Booster Club open for reservations:
9 a.m.-4 p.m.

Louie Lenox Cleaner and Shirt Laundry

1234 E. Grand R.
for ride call:
332-0875

John Ford

Open Rush

Tonight 7-10 p.m.

Delta Upsilon Fraternity
1504 East Grand River
Call for a ride -- ED 2-8876

A CIRCLE HAS UNITY so has sig ep
The Truth About The Ticket Policy
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Wolverines Now Third In Basketball Ratings

LCU ranks four teams in both the United Press Inter­national and Associated Press basketball polls this week. The ratings, with Long Beach in first place, moved into first place last week and strengthened their hold on top with 16 of 18 first place votes in the AP and 12 of 18 in the UPI polls.

The University of Michigan is tops in both publica­tions, with Long Beach in first place in both polls. Michigan's 16 first place votes in the AP and 13 in the UPI vaulted them from fourth in both polls to first place in both, according to the latest polls. The Wolverines are followed in both polls by the national champion, Kansas State, with 15 first place votes in both polls.

The two teams now deadlocked for the number one spot in both polls, with Kansas State leading in the AP and Michigan leading in the UPI. The two teams will meet in a major contest this week, with Kansas State visiting the University of Michigan in a game scheduled for Saturday.

The basketball teams moved two spots in their Poll 12 and 21, back at the hands of Minnesota Tuesday night at Honolulu. The Gophers started fast, slipping from third to fourth in the AP and UPI polls with five first place votes in both polls.

The reason given for the move to reserved seats was that student ticketholders would comment on whether students were allowed to attend games, and that there would be a great demand for tickets to the games. The move to reserved seats was encouraged by the University athletic department to increase income from ticket sales by selling reserved seats to non-University personnel.
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The move to reserv...
**WANT ADS GET IN THE WAYS OUT OF THE WAY! 355-8255**

**Indonesia Defends In Crisis Talks**

Today in Indonesia took a some further steps to cool down the situation in the territory. President Habib Thameem has invited the leaders of the country to his office, and they are expected to agree on a new policy for the future. The President has also asked for the resignation of the Prime Minister, who has been in office for the last 10 years. The new Prime Minister will be appointed by the President, and he is expected to be a neutral figure who can unite the country.

The economy of Indonesia has been severely affected by the crisis, and the country is facing a potential financial collapse. The government has announced a series of austerity measures, including reducing spending and implementing tax increases. The country is also seeking international aid to help it weather the crisis.

**Service**

**Postmark**

**Time-Date Dropped**

WASHINGTON, D.C. — A postal service of the United States will go the way of the horse and buggy by the end of the year, the post office said today.

It was announced in a press release that the United States Postal Service will discontinue the use of the postmark on March 30. The change will be implemented gradually over a period of six months.

The postmark has been used for more than 100 years, but it is no longer necessary as electronic mail systems are becoming more widespread.

**Beg Your Pardon**

**Answer**

**Wanted**

**Dear Reader,**

I am writing to you about a problem I have been facing recently. I have been trying to find a solution to this problem, but I have not been successful. I am hoping that you can help me.

The problem is that I have been experiencing some difficulty with my computer. It seems to be running slowly, and I am not sure what is causing it. I have tried all the obvious solutions, such as restarting the computer and checking for viruses, but nothing seems to work.

I am hoping that you can provide some advice on how to solve this problem. Any suggestions or tips would be greatly appreciated.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]
Segni Asks Europeans To Unite

WASHINGTON, D.C. — President Nixon has started urging the nations of Western Europe to unite. Congressman of Italian descent to breakfast at Blair House, the government guest mansion where he held a one-on-one meeting Tuesday with Prime Minister De Gasperi. "I urge the American people to get involved in the Atlantic partnership in defense," he said.

"If Europe wants to be strengthened and to remain politically a do-it-yourself model, Europe would rapidly come unstuck and would fall into theocracy," he said. "The United States can only offer economic, military, and political support, because the Atlantic Alliance, the united Europe," he said.

Old Luxury Auto To Have Rebirth

INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. (UPI) — A long-lost luxury auto that will bring a price of $9,500, Duesenberg said. The radiator will be similar to a smoke ejector, similar to a radiator and the body style will resemble a smoke ejector, similar to a radiator and the body style will resemble a smoke ejector, similar to a radiator and the body style will resemble a smoke ejector, similar to a radiator and the body style will resemble a smoke ejector, similar to a radiator and the body style will resemble a smoke ejector, similar to a radiator.

State Forms Rights Group

Under the authority of the new constitution, Michigan has been granted a new position in the new world of Right, said the Michigan Right to Life Council.

State Seniors Work Jointly

Nancy Lewis and Jamie McDonald, seniors at Eastern Michigan University, were honored by the Sons of the American Legion.

Breslin To Answer Critics Of MSU On Radio Today

University Secretary Jack Breslin said to answer the question of whether there were any radio shows that were not the best safety of peace. "We owe this result to the efforts of the opportunity to achieve peace," he said.
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*British Program Jolly Good Show*

By HEICIA BROWN

State News Staff Writer

Beaver Knoll, Connecticut: JollyGoodShow, brought dignity and delight to a captivated audience Tuesday evening when he presented his grossoire show, “Love, laughter, and frivolity,” for the Lecture-Concert Series.

The show, produced and narrated from the works of well-known authors, was divided into three parts: “Humor,” “Love,” and “Dance.”

Part I began with a theatrical pre­

The noted actor and lecturer, Mr. Higgins of “My Fair Lady” and “The King and I,” is expected to appear in a variety show to be published in the near future.

Vet Dictionary Soon
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JOLLY GOOD was the reviewer’s interpretation of Britisher Beaver Knoll’s one-man Lecture-Concert program of reading and pantomime.
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